


  Review: Murder in the Fairytale Forest 

 (Mord im Märchenwald) 

On 17.05.2022 at 7:30pm at Sachenweg 74 in the aula, the students of the 10b and the 10c 

presented us their play called Murder in the Fairytale Forest (Mord im Märchenwald). This 

amazing play is about a magical Fairytale Forest in which 24 obstetricians toads were killed. 

No one knows how. The seven darfs go and search after the murderer. During the play, 

someone else is murdered. But was it the same murderer? 

I was really surprised by the actors. They did it so well. I think it was most difficult for Finja 

Dunker because she played Rotkäppchen which showed sooo much emotions. In some 

moments I had forgotten that she was acting and not really Rotkäppchen. She was amazing. 

I also loved Jan Niclas Goltermann. He played a rather antisocial dwarf. He actually took this 

role very seriously even though his character had a lot of funny scenes. Also a big 

compliment to Christopher Gnann who took over the direction of this play. All that is just 

fantastic. The Technik team also did a great job. The Spotlight was the best part of it. It has 

always shone closely on the moving person. What I also found brilliant were the costumes 

which were self-created and really fitting each character. Every darf hat his or her own darf 

cap and every princess has her own beautiful dress. Every outift really matched. The props 

were also really excellent. For every scene they changed the scenery. For example they 

made or built a whole picnic for the one scene in the castle garden. There was soooo much 

love for detail. I loved...NO I still LOVE it.  

I think the 2€ for a student and 3€ for an adult are more than just justified. I mean the 

storyline was sooo good and above all so well thought out. The play was just so wonderful 

and stunning. I can´t say more about it. I could go to the play one more time and it would 

still be as interesting as the first time was. Absolutely brilliant.         Leni Westermeier 8c


